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If you’re looking for fantastic, feature-rich yet free WordPress themes for your site, your search ends right here. Because we’ll be listing out the best free responsive WordPress themes to help you create the best website possible. Frankly speaking, you can get an unlimited number of free WordPress themes on the internet today. WordPress.org itself
has 9K+ WordPress themes free. Thus, you’re going to need some help to pick the best one for you. And this is precisely the main purpose of our article. Here, we’ve handpicked the most popular free WordPress themes for blogs, online portfolios, business sites, online stores, etc. Also, some of them are multipurpose themes, so you can use them for
any website niche. Without further ado, let’s explore the top free WordPress themes now! Are Free WordPress Themes Good for Your Site? If you think that free WordPress themes can’t provide all the features that a paid theme can and wonder if the free themes are good enough or secured for your site? Then, let us tell you that free WordPress
themes are powerful enough to help you build fully functioning websites with plenty of amazing features. Also, free themes from trusted companies are developed following the best WordPress and security standards. So, they are 100% safe to be used on your site. In short, the best WordPress themes don’t necessarily need to be expensive or costs you
a fortune. Besides, here are some points that tell you ‘YES’ to using free WordPress themes! Wow! it’s free – First of all, you get them FREE of cost. So, you can start your website even if you’ve got a limited or no budget. Additionally, you can make an adequate savings. Good for you!Low quality is just a myth – In reality, free WordPress themes are
awesome. They’re more than enough to build a stunning WordPress site. Hence, thousands of sites are built with free themes and they look great. A good example is ColorMag free magazine theme, which empowers 100,000+ sites online. You can trust some theme providers – Below we’ve listed themes provided by reputed theme authors and
companies only. So, you can trust these themes as they are beautifully designed, well-coded, and all secure.Freemiums are awesome – ‘Freemium’ is the combination of FREE and Premium, which means a free theme with a premium version. If you need more features or better support, you can upgrade to the premium version anytime. The freedom
with freemiums is awesome! And, yes you can use a free WordPress theme without having a second thought. How to Choose the Best Free WordPress Themes? Choosing the best WordPress theme is much more important than you think. Here’s why: The WordPress theme is the foundation of your website. All your content will be displayed according
to the layout of your theme. As a result, it’s the first thing that your visitors will notice when they first visit your site. And we all know that ‘The first impression is the last impression’! Therefore, you should carefully select a theme for your site. Hence, we’ve curated some useful tips to help you find a perfect free theme for your site: Firstly and most
importantly, the theme should be well coded. It has to be coded up to the standards defined by WordPress.org.The customizability, design, compatibility with other plugins, etc. are also the key features that you should look for.The category of the theme is also equally important. For example, if your site’s concept is a magazine then, you must choose a
magazine-based theme like ColorMag. Since speed and SEO are the important factors considered by Google and other search engines for ranking, so the theme should be optimized for speed and SEO as well.Above and all, you must ensure that the theme developers provide complete support when required.Last but not the least, you must also check
the ratings, ‘last updated’ date, PHP version, and compatibility with the WordPress version while choosing a theme. For example, here’s the last updated date, PHP version, ratings, etc. of Zakra free theme on WordPress.org. For more tips, make sure you go through our guide on how to choose a WordPress theme for your site. 64 Best & Most
Popular Free WordPress Themes 2022 And now, here are the best free WordPress themes that we’ve carefully handpicked after spending countless hours researching them. We’ve described them in short and mentioned their key features. Now without further ado, let’s explore these amazing themes. Zakra (Multipurpose) Zakra is a multipurpose
WordPress theme that can be used for websites of any niche. It’s easy-to-use and beginner-friendly. Hence, you can set up the theme in minutes and you’re good to go. Not to mention, it offers 65+ ready-to-import demos. You can find demos for any type of websites like business, construction, form, agency, restaurant, cafe, yoga, wedding, and more.
Best of all, it’s compatible with Gutenberg and all the other page major page builders like Elementor, Brizy, etc. With them, you can customize almost everything like a pro. Key Features: Lightweight and superfast.SEO friendly theme.Multilingual support – WPML, Polylang compatible.Multiple color options. Advanced typography. Online Education
(LMS) If you’re someone keen to share your knowledge and expertise via an online school, then Online Education is probably the best theme for you. It’s a free WordPress LMS (Learning Management System) theme designed to create professional and engaging online courses in a breeze. Further, it has a responsive design, so your courses are sure
to look pixel-perfect on any device. Most importantly, the theme is highly compatible with the Masteriyo LMS plugin. In fact, it’s exclusively designed to enhance the features of this free WordPress LMS plugin to build a full-fledged eLearning website that’s one of a kind. Key Features: Professionally well-coded LMS theme.Layout options for the
Masteriyo courses page.Primary color option.Multiple widget areas.Cross-browser compatible. Download Online Education FREE! ColorMag (Magazine/News) ColorMag is the best free magazine-style theme with a responsive and sleek design. The theme has 100,000+ active installs to date and is still growing. It also has great reviews, all thanks to
the amazing customer support it provides. Not to mention, it has 25+ ready-to-use starter sites. With a one-click demo importer, you can have a complete website in no time. Sometimes the posts might fall into different categories and might appear more than once in various sections and widgets. Hence, the unique post system of ColorMag helps you
to avoid this. Key Features: eLearning (LMS) If you’re searching for a free WordPress theme to create an online school, then eLearning is a must-try. This LMS (Learning Management System) theme boasts a modern design that’s fully responsive. This means your online courses will look beautiful on all devices. Additionally, eLearning comes with a
complete Courses page that neatly showcases all the educational courses available on your LMS site. You can use this theme alongside the Masteriyo LMS plugin for a powerful feature-packed online school. Key Features: Easy customization options.Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) Ready.Sticky menu.Friendly support.SEO-friendly. Flash
(Multipurpose) Flash is a fully responsive feature-rich free WordPress template for creating awesome websites. It’s a fantastic theme that offers plenty of premium-like customization possibilities as well as professional design for a modern site. The theme comes with a companion plugin named ‘Flash Toolkit’ which is specially created to make the
Flash theme more user-friendly and easy. There are 11+ custom widgets in the Flash Toolkit which you can drag and drop, reorder and customize anyway, using the SiteOrigin page builder plugin. Key Features: Flash Toolkit and page builder support.Multiple blog layouts.Sticky menu.Translation and RTL ready.Footer copyright editor. Download
Flash Theme Now! Neve (Multipurpose) Neve presents you with a highly optimized WordPress theme design with an exceptional sense of style and fashion. It provides lots of custom animation and transition effects to give your site an extra feature. Additionally, it’s a highly flexible multipurpose theme. It has full integration with Icon boxes, Video
embed sections, Portfolio compatibility, Milestones tracking, Pricing tables, Testimonials, and tons of other cool web elements. Also, the theme is responsive, which means your website will look good on any device screen. Key Features: Major page builders compatible.Offers documentation and video tutorials.Custom backgrounds. Mega Menus.Live
customizer support. Sydney (Business/Landing Page) Sydney offers beauty, simplicity, and power – a complete way to create an awesome online presence. It’s among the top free WordPress theme that is loved by a million people all over the world. With this, you can have plenty of customization options like access to all Google Fonts, full-color
control, layout control, etc. Hence, you have the complete freedom to build a unique design. So, you can use the theme for any kind of website, including a freelancer website or a portfolio, company website, business/ product landing page, etc. Key Features: Parallax backgrounds.Easy-to-use front page blocks.A slider or static image header.Social
icons.Responsive design. Spacious (Business) Spacious, just like its name, is spacious, spectacular, and startling. With 70,000+ active installs, it’s one of the best free WordPress themes for small businesses. However, you can use the theme to build small as well as multinational business websites and online stores. Furthermore, it’s compatible with
WooCommerce which makes it super easy to build an online store. The theme is search engine optimized and optimized for speed. Therefore, your website will load fast within seconds. On top of that, the theme is supported by all major browsers. Key Features: 30+ ready to import demos.One-click demo importer.Highly customizable and easy to
use.Beautiful business templates. Multiple color options. Cenote (Blogging) If blogging is your passion and you want a blog site then, Cenote is undoubtedly the best theme for you. It’s one of the most aesthetic yet free WordPress themes for blogging. It’s a modern era theme with a clean and neat design to provide you with the best blogging
experience. The theme is highly customizable. You just have to drag and drop the elements to add new features. It provides multiple widget areas and custom widgets. Besides, the theme provides 5+ ready-to-use starter sites that you can import with the help of a one-click demo importer. Key Features: Full WooCommerce support.Compatible with
most of the popular page builders. Responsive design.Sticky menu.Amazing customer support. eStore (eCommerce/WooCommerce) eStore is one of the best eCommerce WordPress themes in the market today. Powerful, well-optimized, and feature-rich, eStore is also absolutely free. It was created with lots of love and passion to provide users with a
simple eCommerce template. As a result, it’s just awesome. With the best level of WooCommerce integration, it lets you create everything you need for a complete online shop. From the cart, checkout, category collection page, shop page, and more, it can all be done. Additionally, it has deeper support for YITH WooCommerce Wishlist so that users
can create a wish list of products. Key Features: 5+ ready-to-use starter templates.Custom widget areas.Translation and RTL ready.Footer copyright editor. Professionally well coded. Zakra Business (Business/Multipurpose) Zakra Business is a sharp, modern, and responsive business-based theme. It’s a sophisticated platform for the quick
development of professional business websites. Besides, it’s compatible with popular page builders like Elementor. Hence, it allows you to build any kind of layout for your business. Best of all, you can add testimonials, portfolio items, and staff sections, right from the live builder. Also, the theme is integrated with social media icons and is translationready. Take your business site to the next level in this digital world with the help of Zakra Business! Key Features: Compatible with WPML and Polylang.Boxed and wide layouts.Optimized for speed and SEO. Fully compatible with Gutenberg. Advanced typography. Download Zakra Business FREE! Zakra Shop V2 (eCommerce/Multipurpose) Want to
build an eCommerce website? Zakra Shop V2 is one of the best free WordPress themes for eCommerce. Not only that, it has full WooCommerce support. You’ll get the exact layout needed for your eCommerce site. The theme even comes with several user-friendly classic features. Furthermore, its mobile-friendly homepage layouts and unique product
page design will help attract your customer. It adjusts well to any device and ensures 100% responsiveness. And, it’s suitable for any medium or large eCommerce website. Key Features: Product catalog. Beautiful and modern designs.Lightning-fast speed.Dedicated sidebar/layouts for WooCommerce pages.Compatible with all major page builders.
Download Zakra Shop V2 FREE! Botiga (eCommerce/WooCommerce) Botiga is a highly customizable WooCommerce theme for WordPress websites with a clean, sleek, and minimal design. It provides you with the powerful features required to deliver your customers an exceptional shopping experience like never before. From product listing styles to
cart layouts and checkout layouts, Botiga has it all. Further, it’s also possible to show relevant and upsell products using its product recommendation feature. With all these incredible features, Botiga is undoubtedly one of the best free WordPress themes for eCommerce indeed. Key Features: Product search and product filter option.Scroll to the top
button.Multiple header styles.Beautiful color palettes.3 product gallery styles. Rector (LMS) With a simple, clean, and responsive design, Rector is one of the best free WordPress LMS themes for your site. Further, it’s lightweight and fully compatible with the Masteriyo LMS plugin. Hence, creating a complete eLearning website is a piece of cake with
this theme. Additionally, Rector offers a great-looking home page, blog page, and a single page. Besides, it also comes with a theme default demo and Elementor demo so that you can get started with your LMS website quickly. Key Features: Clean and minimalistic design.Multiple column layouts.Cross-browser compatible.Highly
customizable.BootStrap and BuddyPress support. Zakra Restaurant (Business/Multipurpose) Zakra Restaurant is a WordPress template available free of cost for restaurants. The theme has a perfect layout and design to make your customers drool over your food-related posts. Furthermore, it allows you to showcase your menu and location sections.
The theme also lets you enable the online reservation option. Besides, you can easily customize the theme with help of drag and drop page builders like Elementor. In short, this is a theme that will serve your restaurant’s website well. Key Features: One-click demo importer.Multiple color options.Mobile-friendly. Awesome customer support.Well
documented. Download Zakra Restaurant FREE! Blocksy (Multipurpose) Blocksy is yet another best free WordPress multipurpose theme on our list. It’s a lightweight, speed-optimized theme built with the help of the latest web technologies. However, you can customize the theme easily without any prior knowledge of coding. Additionally, the theme
provides 9 different header elements that you can choose from. It also offers 900+ varieties of Google fonts. Moreover, the theme provides options like add to cart, product quick review, and product gallery styles. You can use the theme to build any niche website like a business, shop, blog, etc. Key Features: Responsive and adaptive design.Mobile
header.Modern archive layouts. Highly customizable. Color scheme editor. Zakra One Page (One Page) One-page websites have every detail about the site on a single page. Everything, from the about section, contact us section, services, etc are all on the same page. Zakra One Page is the best free responsive WordPress theme for this purpose. You
can place all your content effortlessly on a single page, and that also with a great layout. The best part of the theme is that it’s extremely lightweight which makes your site faster. Its responsive design also makes your site look great on any kind of device. Above and all, the developers of the theme provide excellent support. Key Features: Gutenberg
and GDPR ready.Full WooCommerce support. Highly customizable and adjustable theme options. Search engine optimized.Footer copyright editor. Download Zakra One Page FREE! Online Shop (eCommerce/WooCommerce) Online Shop by AcmeThemes is an amazingly designed free WordPress theme for WooCommerce sites. Ideal to launch online
galleries and online stores of all kinds, it’s created to focus on promoting and selling off your products. As you’ll see, the theme is versatile enough to meet all the needs and requirements. Additionally, it’s completely responsive and retina-ready. It even comes with awesome options that allow you to modify the theme exactly as you want. Get an
amazing start with your sales and business only with Online Shop today! Key Features: Advanced Header and Footer options.Stunning galleries and showcase options.Compatible with WooCommerce.Menu style variations.Advanced typography. Download Online Shop FREE! Zakra Professional (Business/Multipurpose) Zakra Professional is truly a
professional theme as suggested by its name. The theme offers smooth parallax effects and has a clean and sleek layout. Besides, the theme is coded professionally by the developers hence, you can customize it easily without worrying about the code part. Not to mention, you can easily import the theme with the help of a one-click demo importer. The
theme is also optimized for speed and SEO. Additionally, the theme is complemented with awesome fonts and typography options. Key Features: Optimized for speed. Supports all major page builders like Elementor.Sticky menu.Primary color options.Multilingual support. Download Zakra Professional FREE! GeneratePress (Business,
eCommerce/WooCommerce) GeneratePress is a perfect theme for creating a revenue-generating business website. It’s a lightweight theme hence loads within seconds. The theme has deep-level integration with WooCommerce, meaning you can even build an eCommerce site. Besides, this flexible theme is also suitable for blogging websites as well.
Best of all, it provides advanced options to control your site elements. Such as you can control the size, padding, and margin of the site elements. It also allows you to disable certain elements on specific pages throughout your site. Key Features: Add background images.Off-canvas navigation. Custom theme layouts.Over 60 color options.Easily
importable demo sites. Download GeneratePress FREE! CoverNews (Magazine/Blogging) CoverNews is a professional, clean, and elegant-looking free WordPress blog and magazine theme. Packed to the brim with tons of awesome features including complete responsiveness, cross-browser compatibility, and more. The visuals are advanced and
capture anyone’s attention right away. Thanks to the live customizer, it’s also easy to make any changes you want. And the best part is, you can view the changes on a real-time preview. Furthermore, the theme provides 3 ready-to-use starter sites. You can start building your website right away with these. Key Features: SEO optimized interface.Over
7 custom widgets available. WooCommerce compatible. Responsive and retina-ready designs. Live customizer and real-time preview. Robolist Lite (Listing, Directory) Made primarily for listing and directory websites, Robolist Lite is an excellent free WordPress theme. Furthermore, the theme comes with tightly packed features that make it usable for
a wide range of purposes. It’s especially great for product listing and Classified advertisement. Besides, the theme is responsive and based on the bootstrap framework. Hence, it works perfectly on every screen. This free WordPress theme works alongside the WP Job Manager plugin. It also provides an informative and easy-to-use experience for your
website viewers. Key Features: Directory and Classified Ads listing oriented theme. Integration with WP Job Manager plugin. User account login features for tracking items. Bootstrap framework powered. Optimized theme coding. RT Magazine (Magazine/News) RT Magazine, as you can guess from the name, is the free WordPress template perfect
for magazine/news. You can use the theme for news sites, editorial websites, and online magazines. Moreover, the theme offers a vibrant look and is built with the latest design trends. The theme is highly customizable. Hence, you can comfortably change the appearance of the theme: menu, logo, background, and so on. The good news is you don’t
need any coding knowledge to customize. Additionally, the theme provides an endless amount of custom sliders and carousels. Key Features: Fully responsive and looks good on all devices. Attractive image galleries. User-friendly. Lots of custom widgets. Multiple header layouts. Download RT Magazine FREE! Better Health (Medical/Multipurpose)
Better Health is a professional and robust multipurpose theme. As the name suggests, it’s created especially for hospitals, clinics, doctors, and any websites related to the health sector. Furthermore, the design and the color scheme provide a professional look and feel. The theme provides all the basic options needed to build an awesome website like
slider section, header and footer options, layout design option, and many more. Best of all, each of the elements works towards creating a user-friendly and attractive interface for your users. Key Features: Grid and two-column layout structure.Advanced widget options. Social icons integration. Drag and drop customizer.Cross-browser compatible.
Download Better Health FREE! Ashe (Blogging) A theme with a modern responsive design, Ashe is the best free WordPress theme for blogging. The theme is amazing for personal, lifestyle, travel, beauty, fashion, and any kind of amazing blog. Additionally, the theme is beginner-friendly so you can wow your visitors with a great site with zero coding.
Moreover, the theme has amazing features like text & image logo, fullscreen slider, Instagram slider widget support, and many more. The theme is translation and RTL (right-to-left language) ready. Hence, your blog can be read by people of any language. Key Features: Mobile-friendly. Completely compatible with WooCommerce. GDPR
compatibility plugins support.Works perfectly with drag and drop page builders. Promo boxes. Gist (Blogging/News/Magazine) Gist is another one of the best free WordPress themes with a clean and minimal design. It’s a lightweight theme that can load easily. The theme is best for blogging. Furthermore, it has all the features to enhance your
blogging experience. For instance, the author featured posts, and social widgets are available in this theme. Additionally, you can add the image in different ways – full image, left image, right image, and no image in your blog posts. It also offers a sticky sidebar and a sticky menu. Besides, you can enable and disable social icons in the footer section.
Key Features: Unlimited Google fonts. Translation ready. Child theme ready. Carousel slider. Responsive design. Quality Construction (Business/Agency) Quality Construction is a free responsive WordPress theme for businesses. It has an appealing and attractive layout, designed especially with the construction business niche in mind. The theme has
amazing sections to showcase all the construction work you’ve done to date. The theme looks professional and modern. Additionally, the advanced fonts and typography perfectly compliment the overall outlook. Besides, the theme has a user-friendly interface. Also, it allows you to easily customize your site with the help of drag and drop page
builders like Elementor. Key Features: Bootstrap compatible.Search placeholder available.Advanced color scheme options.Full WooCommerce support. Beginner-friendly. Download Quality Construction FREE! Zakra App (App Landing Page/Multipurpose) Do you need a coming soon or an app landing page? Look no further! Zakra App is the best
choice you can get. It’s one of the best free WordPress templates for a landing page. On top of that, it’s highly customizable, responsive, and has all the features to represent your app among users. Not to mention, the theme is lightweight and highly versatile. It’s also SEO optimized so that your site can rank higher in search engines. Besides, the
theme provides advanced options such as Google Analytics, social media integration, Android and iOS support, etc. Key Features: Well organized, clean, and valid code. Retina-ready and fully responsive design.Drag and drop page builder tools.Gutenberg compatible theme.Easy customization. Hello Elementor (eCommerce) Hello Elementor is the
official Elementor theme. It’s created to be compatible with Elementor by the developers of Elementor themselves. The theme is fully responsive and looks perfect on every screen. Additionally, the theme is compatible with popular WordPress plugins. The theme is highly customizable. So, you can customize it without any knowledge of coding.
However, it’s developer-friendly as well. If you’re a coder or interested in coding then you can tweak the codes and customize them in your way. Key Features: Fast and lightweight theme.RTL ready.Compatible with all the popular plugins.Seamless integration with WooCommerce. SEO friendly theme. Download Hello Elementor FREE! Zakra
Construction (Construction/Multipurpose) If you want a free WordPress construction theme for your website, Zakra Construction is the perfect fit for you. The theme has an intuitive design and layout. And, it makes it super easy to add all your previous projects. Thus, your customers can analyze all your work and hire you for construction projects.
Above and all, you also get a well-categorized homepage with this theme. The different homepage sections are given in the home submenu of the header menu. Besides, you can easily jump to specific sections of the homepage from the header menu itself with very smooth navigation. Key Features: Boxed and wide layout.GDPR compliant.Major
browser compatible.Gutenberg support.Highly customizable. Download Zakra Construction FREE! News Portal (News/Magazine) An amazing free responsive news & magazine WordPress theme, News Portal is an advanced option for those looking to start an online news portal. The theme provides 5+ widgets with multiple layouts for magazine sites.
Additionally, it provides multiple color schemes and category color options. Moreover, the theme offers a built-in live customizer and it’s also optimized for search engines for higher ranking opportunities. The developers have professionally well-coded this theme. And, the theme supports all the plugins. Hence, you can install any plugins you want.
Key Features: Advanced personalizing. Cross-browsers compatibility. SEO optimized. Responsive and retina-ready design. Built-in live customizer. Download News Portal FREE! Corlate (Business) Corlate is one of the best free WordPress themes for businesses and agencies. It’s perfect to create a stunning website and provide an online presence for
your business. Moreover, it’s backed up with the powerful WP Page Builder. Thus, you can easily create, modify, and edit any elements using the highly functional page builder that allows real-time preview. Besides, the menus of this theme are created with the help of WP Mega Menu, which lets you showcase menu items in a very smart way. Not to
mention it has a responsive design and box width layout as well. Key Features: Google Maps embedded.Rich documentation. Dedicated support forum.Highly organized and clean code. Custom portfolio post type. Zakra Plumber (Plumbing/Business/Multipurpose) Zakra Plumber, you must have guessed from the name, is the best free WordPress
theme for the plumbing business. With this theme, your website looks perfect on all devices – mobile, tablet, desktop. Moreover, it features 7 widgets and supports WooCommerce. It comes with a custom widget area builder that allows you to build custom sets of widget areas. Besides, you can register your customers, as well as get feedback from
Testimonial plugins. It has been developed using the latest theme development practices. Thus, it’s optimized for speed and loads your site in a second. Key Features: Cross-browser compatible.Primary color option.Compatible with major page builders like Brizy.SEO friendly. Footer copyright editor. Download Zakra Plumber FREE! Bizlight
(Business) A powerful and visually advanced free WordPress business theme, Bizlight is another great addition to our list. Perfect for businesses, agencies, and any corporate website, it suits every scale of companies. Various effective and user-friendly elements are included in this theme. Besides, the design is also created with SEO in mind and is
fully responsive. You can also easily customize the sections like logo, title, tagline, pagination, and more to suit your needs. But that’s not all, as it is based on the powerful Bootstrap framework. So, the theme gives you all the flexibility you need. Key Features: Advanced full-width slider. Background image option. Easy customizing options. Multiple
headers and layout options.Clean and sleek design. Accelerate (Multipurpose) Accelerate is a blazing fast, lightweight theme. It’s the second generation theme for WordPress that is created to provide ease of use and speedy websites. It’s a free responsive multipurpose theme that is suitable for small, medium, or big businesses, corporate agencies,
creative websites, travel, fashion blogs, etc. Additionally, it features a beautiful business template, 5+ custom widgets, 8+ widget areas, awesome sliders, etc. The theme is highly customizable. It provides 3 different color options – primary, multiple, and category. Key Features: Translation ready.Compatible with WooCommerce.Well
Documented.Clean and intuitive design.Advanced typography. Download Accelerate FREE! Sinatra (Multipurpose) Sinatra provides you with the perfect blend of performance, modern design, and powerful easy-to-use options. It’s a multipurpose theme, meaning you can use the theme for blogs, businesses, online shops, startups, and many more.
Besides, the theme works perfectly with block editor – Gutenberg. It also supports all major plugins like WooCommerce, SEO plugins, page builders, and others. Best of all, the theme comes with tons of customization options like unlimited color options, multiple layouts, and many more. The theme also provides pre-built demo websites. Key
Features: Multilingual support.Lightweight and user-friendly.Microdata integration. SEO optimized for higher ranking. Social icons. Audioman (Music/Business) You can tell by the name of the theme itself, that this free WordPress template is specifically designed for websites involved in music. Any music artist, band, or even agent can use this
theme to create their website and grow towards success. Moreover, its fully responsive design can also help make your website easy to access. Your users can use it on any device at any convenient time. Additionally, it provides features like a dropdown menu, threaded comments, and featured thumbnail to give your site an extra oomph. Key
Features: Custom Favicon, menu, and layout. Custom CSS.Translation ready. Excellent customer support. Header video. Zakra Charity (Business/Multipurpose) The Zakra Charity WordPress theme enables you to showcase your charity work in an impactful way. It’s exclusively made for charitable trusts or any non-profit organizations. So, you can
use this theme for charity, NGOs, donation camps, fundraising events, campaigns, welfare activity, or trust. Additionally, it’s responsive to adjust across all layouts and cross-browser compatible to load on any browser easily. You can include the WooCommerce plugin to use your site as an online store. Also, it’s made to be compatible with the latest
WordPress version. Key Features: Highly customizable. Responsive and mobile-friendly.Drag and drop page builder tools. One-click demo content importer. Optimized for speed and SEO optimized. Download Zakra Charity FREE! Yatri (Multipurpose) Yet another top free WordPress theme on our list, Yatri has almost every part of content and design
flexibility. This multipurpose theme can be used to create any kind of website. The theme has seamless integration with Elementor and WooCommerce. So, with unique features and countless customizations, you can build a website or store that matches your brand. Moreover, the theme offers a drag and drop section for the header and footer. It has
1000+ customization options. Besides, it offers 7 pre-built attractive demos. You can easily import them with one click demo importer. Key Features: 100% compatible with WooCommerce. Regular updates. Best SEO practice. Fastest load time. Awesome support. Kadence (Multipurpose) Bold, beautiful, and fast, Kadence is a fabulous free WordPress
theme with a responsive design. The theme enables you to unlock the endless possibilities to customize your header and footer with an intuitive drag and drop builder. You can easily change fonts colors, backgrounds, make your header sticky, and do more. Likewise, the advanced typography option lets you modify the site-wide fonts to match your
style. Plus, you also get full control over your website layout. Further, well-designed and great-looking starter templates offered by the theme make it super easy to get started with your site. Key Features: Social icons integration.Transparent header.Enable breadcrumbs.CSS pre-loading.Support for custom post types. Himalayas (Multipurpose/
Parallax) Himalayas is a modern one-page style theme for WordPress which makes the best use of stunning parallax scrolling. It offers you the feel of the serene, natural, breathtaking beauty of the high Himalayas. Full page stunning sliders and all the other content blocks appear smoothly and gently to please the viewers’ eyes. Additionally, it’s fully
responsive which is scalable to any device maintaining a pixel-perfect look. The theme has powered 7000+ happy users to date. Download this free responsive WordPress theme and join their community! Key Features: Multiple widgets areas. Awesome slider. WooCommerce compatible.Multiple color options.2 ready-to-use starter sites. Zakra
Education (Education/Multipurpose) Zakra Education, like you can guess from the name, was built for education-related sites. This drag and drop featured template enables you to create an amazing site for schools, universities, and other such educational institutes quickly and easily. The theme is designed with much love and care, to help create an
educational website that is not only beautiful but functional as well. Furthermore, a lightweight framework makes the theme blazing fast. So, your site will load the pages in a matter of seconds. Key Features: Plenty of customization options.Built with SEO in mind.WooCommerce compatible.One-click demo import.Fully responsive. Download
Zakra Education FREE! Log Book (Blogging) Log book is the best free WordPress theme for blogging. This theme is exclusively designed for writers keen to write blogs on different niches like food, technology, photography, travel, and a lot more. Most importantly, the classic style of the theme enables you to create a blog that is out of the box. Apart
from that, seamless integration of the theme with major page builders allows you to create amazing blogs. All in all, it’s a perfect theme for both beginners and advanced bloggers to create a quality blog website. Key Features: Compatible with major browsers.Advanced typography.Logo upload.Sidebar layout options.Numeric pagination for easy
navigation of visitors. Radiate (Blogging, Portfolio) Radiate is one of the best options when it comes to free responsive WordPress themes. The theme is specially designed for an effortless blogging experience of all niches. It’s an exceptionally user-friendly theme that has tons of customization options like multiple color options, custom background,
etc. Additionally, you can also duplicate the starter site in a single click and replace it with all your content to create your blog posts in no time. Moreover, it offers a fully responsive design that provides unparalleled beauty and a professional look to your website. Key Features: Parallax header image.Custom widgets. Custom background.Supports
WordPress live customizer.Excellent theme support by the experts. Hestia (Business/Agency, Multipurpose) Hestia is a beautiful material design multipurpose WordPress theme free of cost. The theme is suitable for building various kinds of websites including startups, small businesses, portfolios, freelancers, eCommerce, etc. Moreover, it comes with
a live customizer that allows you to see the changes in real-time. Besides, the theme features Mega Menus that enable you to assemble submenu content. Since Hestia seamlessly integrates with the SiteOrigin page builder plugin, you can create amazing landing pages easily and quickly. Key Features: One-page business theme.Widgetized
footer.Beautiful photo gallery.Spectacular design based on Material Kit.Supports all the popular page builder plugins. Zakra Wedding (Business) When it comes to websites for weddings and similar ceremonies, you’ll be hard-pressed to find a better option than Zakra Wedding. Not only is it beautiful, but it’s also simple to use as well. You can just
import this demo using a one-click demo importer and save a lot of time. Besides, it offers tons of customization options to craft your website in the way you desire. Further, the theme features different pages required for the wedding website such as the gallery, bride, and groom sections. Key Features: Header background image.AMP (Accelerated
Mobile Pages) ready.Boxed and wide layout.Gutenberg compatible theme.Advanced typography. Download Zakra Wedding FREE! Phlox (Business/Agency, Portfolio) Phlox is a free yet power-packed WordPress theme that fits into almost every kind of website. From business sites to portfolios, you can build them all! Additionally, it’s an incredible
theme supporting different post formats like a gallery, image, video, audio, quote, and more. On top of that, it’s also GDPR compliant. The theme consists of a modern photo gallery with two arrangement layouts. You can choose from either Grid or Masonry layouts depending on your site’s need. Besides, with the customizable eCommerce platform,
you can start selling products online instantly. Key Features: 40+ ready to use page templates.30+ exclusive elements.Responsive post sliders.100% GDPR compliant.Regular updates are reliable. Want a beautiful and easy way to express yourself and your creative words? Look no further because Zakra Book Author is the best free WordPress theme
for writers and authors. Though free, this theme is as good as any premium theme because it’s just that innovative. Besides, the theme comes with sections like Home, About, Books, FAQ, Blog, Contact, Order Now, etc to build a perfect website for writers and authors. This theme has eye-pleasing visuals and what’s great is that it’s fully optimized for
any type of device your users may be using. Key Features: Elegant and modern design.Retina-ready design.WooCommerce support.Cross-browser compatible.Advanced typography to highlight your content. Download Zakra Book Author FREE! OceanWP (Multipurpose) OceanWP is yet another best free multipurpose WordPress template. Using its
free import extension, you can easily build websites with amazing details and precision at no cost at all. Further, the responsive design of the theme adapts perfectly to any of the devices like mobile, tablets, desktop, and so on. Its compatibility with major drag and drop page builders helps you create landing pages easily. Moreover, the theme is
integrated with amazing WooCommerce features such as Off Canvas Filter, Quick View, Native Cart Popup, and so on. Key Features: Seamless integration with Elementor.Built with speed and SEO in mind.Feature-rich Theme panel.RTL and translation ready.The extensible codebase for developers. Astra (Multipurpose) Astra is a free WordPress
theme with an amazing performance. With this versatile theme, your website is going to have a ton of customizing options. Not just that, you can easily change layout settings for headers, footers, blogs, archives, single pages, posts, etc. The theme is well-coded and is also integrated with schema.org and Native AMP for better search engine results.
It’s a lightweight theme with a frontend size of less than 50KB. Therefore, the theme has an unparalleled speed and is SEO-friendly for better search engine rankings. Key Features: Seamless integration with Gutenberg.Awesome pre-built websites.Live editing.Advanced styling options.WooCommerce support. Zakra Spa (Business) If you own a spa,
health club, or any other business of similar niches, then this free WordPress template is the right place to start. Exceptionally beautiful and power-packed with many features Zakra Spa is fit for almost all kinds of websites. Additionally, the flexibility and adaptable nature of the theme are sure to amaze you. The great Zakra theme isn’t limited to that,
its compatibility with Gutenberg and Elementor further enables you to create landing pages that make your visitors stunned. Key Features: One-click demo import. GDPR compliant.Integrated with social icons.SEO friendly.Fully responsive. Zakra Minimal Portfolio (Creative) Are you looking for the best free WordPress theme for a portfolio with
minimal design? If yes, Zakra Minimal Portfolio is the right theme for you. The theme provides an awesome portfolio section so that you can showcase your previous work brilliantly. Above all, it enables you to reach more audiences via social media buttons such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn. Besides, with advanced typography, you
can customize the color, type, and size of the fonts to match your website. Key Features: Incredible demos with demo import options.Responsive design. Incredibly fast.Well coded and secured theme.Highly customizable. Download Zakra Minimal Portfolio FREE! Zakra Dentist (Business) Zakra Dentist is one of the most popular free WordPress themes
made for dentists, dental clinics, dental surgeons, and anyone planning to start a health-related website. Various sections like Home, Services, Dentists, News, About, Contact are available to create a perfect dental medical website. Apart from that, it has an online booking section so that your users can book an appointment before visiting. Besides, a
demo import option allows you to create a functional medical website instantly without wasting your time. Key Features: Social media icons.Powerful theme options.Elementor compatible.Advanced typography.Excellent user support. Download Zakra Dentist FREE! Zakra Shop (eCommerce/WooCommerce) Zakra Shop is one of the best free
WordPress themes designed to build a powerful WooCommerce site. It has various sections required to create a stunning eCommerce store such as New products, Collections, On sales, etc. It also integrates seamlessly with the Elementor plugin to showcase your products or product category right at the homepage. Furthermore, a newsletter
subscription form is also included with this theme. So you can send out new deals and sales to your customers through a newsletter as well. Key Features: Gutenberg compatible.Product catalog.Lightweight themes optimized for speed.Translation ready for creating international stores.Single click demo import option. Download Zakra Shop FREE!
Zakra Gutenberg (Blogging/News/Magazine) Zakra Gutenberg is a free WordPress theme designed for compatibility with the new Gutenberg editor. It’s a feature-rich theme suitable for various purposes. With this WordPress theme, you can build many types of websites such as businesses, cafes, charities, yoga websites, drones, and many more.
Additionally, this Gutenberg compatible theme provides plenty of customization options. The Customizer and the individual page settings enable you to make changes on the websites easily. Hence, you can build a stunning website and amaze your visitors. Key Features: 65+ pre-made demos. Full-width background.Footer widget areas.Seamless
WooCommerce integration.SEO optimized. Download Zakra Gutenberg FREE! Storefront (eCommerce/WooCommerce) Storefront is one of the best WordPress themes for eCommerce with a ton of amazing features and a well-optimized code behind it. The theme is developed by core developers of WooCommerce i.e. Woo themes. Therefore, the theme
has deep integration with WooCommerce and WooCommerce extensions. The theme has plenty of customization options such as several layouts, multiple color options to match your brand. As one of the free responsive WordPress themes, your websites will work amazingly on any type of mobile device. Key Features: Flexible WooCommerce
themes.Child themes ready.Logo upload.Multiple color schemes.Multiple widget regions. Download Storefront FREE! Zakra Cafe (Business) Do you want to build a compelling website for your cafe? With Zakra Cafe, it’s not just possible but easy. This theme comes with a lot of demos in which a specific demo for the cafe is also included. However, you
can also use this demo for pubs and bars due to its highly flexible nature. Besides, the theme provides multiple header styles to match your business. Similarly, an awesome gallery section is also included with this theme. So that you can add beautiful images to your cafe. This can help to attract a lot of visitors to your website. Key Features:
Elementor and Gutenberg compatible.Supports all major browsers.Header background section to add a beautiful image.Highly customizable theme.Well designed and user-friendly theme. Download Zakra Cafe FREE! Mesmerize (Multipurpose) Mesmerize is a beautifully designed multipurpose WordPress theme with awesome flexibility. This theme
helps you craft a unique and outstanding website with its extensive design options like background, multiple layouts, media type, shape overlays, and so on. Apart from that, it also comes with 30+ predefined blocks that you can use to build attractive pages in no time. Above all, Mesmerize is a fully responsive and mobile-friendly theme. So, it works
out of the box irrespective of what devices your users might be using to view your site. Key Features: One-click predesigned website import.Video and slideshow backgrounds.600+ Google fonts.5 header designs.Widgetized footer. Zakra Drone (Business) Zakra Drone is a multipurpose free WordPress website template that can help you with any kind
of technology-related site. The theme comes with multiple demos among which is a drone demo specifically designed for your drone website. Therefore, it can be easily used as a WordPress drone theme as well. Whether it’s for a drone online store or drone services for your customers, the theme will do excellent justice for you. Further, it features
tons of customization options to create an incredible drone store. The theme is also SEO-friendly and built with speed in mind. Key Features: Supports Gutenberg and Elementor.Major browsers compatible.Seamless integration with WooCommerce.Multiple color options.Regular updates and continuous support. Download Zakra Drone FREE!
Hemingway (Blogging) Hemingway is one of the best free WordPress themes for blogging with a classic two-column design. The theme features a full-width header image with parallax scrolling to make your content look attractive and engaging. And, it also supports four different posts formats like standard format, video format, aside format, and
featured image above the post. To add more, the theme also has a built-in WordPress Customizer. So, you can customize your site to your liking in real-time. Other features of the theme include multiple color options, sharp typography, custom header image, and more. Key Features: Beautiful and stylish theme.Gutenberg and Classic Editor
support.Custom logo.Recent post option.Retina-ready. DarkNews (News/Magazine, Blogging) As the name itself, DarkNews is a modern and responsive dark WordPress template perfect for blogs, news, and magazine sites. However, it isn’t limited to a dark color mode only as you can also switch the theme to the light color as per your requirement
and liking. Thus, presenting your posts in a trendy way is not a problem with this theme. Moreover, DarkNews is a highly widgetized theme with over 9 custom widgets and widget areas. So, it also allows you to manage your content easily. Above all, you can configure your site exactly the way you want with the live customizer option. Key Features:
Gutenberg compatible.Banner advertisements.Breaking news section.Featured posts section.Numeric pagination. Vertex (Blogging) Vertex is a top free WordPress blog theme with a creative and modern design. The theme is also useful for creating photography and portfolio websites due to its aesthetically beautiful homepage. Its homepage has a
stylish header with a vertical menu, and an image slideshow in the background. Further, the theme has multiple post layouts, and both grid and list styles on its homepage. It also features other powerful options such as custom background image and color and even the video setup. Moreover, the theme is optimized for search engines and speed as
well. Key Features: Built with valid XHTML and CSS.Responsive slider.Cross-browser compatible..Menus capability.Social icons for social sharing. Inspiro (Video/Portfolio) If you wish to showcase your photography or video portfolio in a charismatic way, then Inspiro is the perfect theme for you. It effortlessly integrates with the popular page builders
to enable you to create the layout of your choice. Plus, the theme is also WooCommerce ready. Most importantly, Inspiro features a fullscreen area that supports Vimeo, YouTube, and self-hosted video background. The theme is extremely lightweight and video-focused with a modern design. Thus, it’s one of the best free WordPress themes for your
video portfolio site. Key Features: Professional and lightweight theme.One-click demo import.Multiple color schemes.Optimized for SEO and speed.Regular updates. Bootstrap Blog (Blogging) Bootstrap Blog is one of the best free WordPress templates you can get. It’s ideal for bloggers, lifestyle guides, and even for those looking to create an online
platform to share their creativity. However, it’s not only limited to that as this template is completely WooCommerce compatible and provides easy options for users to create stores as well. Besides, the theme provides tons of variations for Sliders, Blog sections, and even shopping pages to choose from. Moreover, just as the name would suggest, it is
built using the powerful Bootstrap framework. Key Features: 600+ Google fonts option.Social media integration.Search Engine Optimized.Multiple layout options.Easy drag and drop sections. Download Bootstrap Blog FREE! FAQs about the Best Free WordPress Themes We’ve listed the top free WordPress themes for you. But, you may also have
different questions regarding these WordPress themes. Below, we’ve tried to cover some of those questions for you. For a single website, you can use only one theme at a time. Meaning, only one theme will be ‘active’. Yet you can have multiple themes downloaded on your WordPress. But it’s not a good idea to have many themes that you don’t use.
First of all, log in to your WordPress dashboard. From the dashboard menu, navigate to ‘Appearance>Themes’ then, click on ‘Add New’. Search for the theme of your choice. After the theme appears, click on the ‘Install’ button and finally, click on the ‘Activate’ button. For more details, read our step-by-step guide on how to install a WordPress
theme. Always download themes from safe places. As mentioned above also, the safest place to download free themes is WordPress.org. Also, you can download free themes from trusted sites like ThemeGrill, aThemes, ThemeIsle, etc. These are some of the common questions that might cross your mind while reading this article. If you’ve some other
questions then, comment down below and let us know. We’ll get back to you soon. Wrapping Up And that’s the list of best free responsive WordPress themes that you can find out there. We can assure you that all of these are great themes for your website. Since all the themes mentioned above are amazing, you might not be able to make a decision
right there. So, here are some recommendations. Firstly, you’ve to be clear about the concept of your website. For example, choose a magazine-based theme if you want a magazine/news-based site. ColorMag is the best theme for this purpose. Similarly, for a blogging site, choose Cenote. The theme has a clean and neat design to provide you with
the best blogging experience. Likewise, go with Online Education or eLearning, if you wish to create a comprehensive online learning website. And, if you’re still confused then, go for a multipurpose theme like Zakra. It’s an all-in-one solution for every kind of website. It offers 65+ ready-to-use starter sites to build websites of almost every niche.
Finally, this is the end of this article. If you want to learn about theme customization here’s an article on what is WordPress customizer and how to use it. Also, check out the ultimate list of best WordPress themes & templates including both free and paid themes. And, our ultimate collection of best WordPress plugins for additional features and
functionalities for your site! Lastly, follow us on Twitter and Facebook to stay updated on the latest WordPress-related articles. We post regularly.
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